Combining improved LED technology and timeless design, the Arlington LED series has been enhanced to meet modern needs of sustainability and energy management. With a wide range of distributions and lumen packages, the ARE3 and ARUE3 provide optimal design flexibility to enhance your architectural space. Engineered with third generation Acuity Brands® LED technology, they perform with unrivaled efficacy and uniformity. With 125 years of experience in manufacturing prismatic optics, Holophane™ borosilicate glass optics provide durability and decreased dirt depreciation over alternative solutions.

+ 30-100W LED to replace 50-250W HPS
+ Performance packages from 3,000-10,700 lumens and up to 120 lumens per watt
+ Choose from glass or acrylic prismatic optics
+ Type III and V distributions for roadway and area
+ Visually comfortable 2700K-4000K CCT
+ Utility-friendly features available such as tool-less entry door and pre-wired 3-stage terminal block
+ 0-10V dimming driver, with DALI driver option
+ 20KV/10kA extreme surge protection standard
+ XVOLT tank driver option for protection against dropped neutral and other dirty power issues
+ 20+ years service life with lumen maintenance of up to 84% at 100,000 hours
+ Adjust lumen output at each pole with optional FAO module
+ Six standard colors and a variety of custom colors available
+ Advanced controls compatibility including DTL® DLL Elite 20-yr photocontrol or nLight® AIR wireless networking
Arlington® LED
ARE3 and ARUE3 Post-top Lanterns

Choose Arlington Utility (ARUE3) for lineman-friendly features like tool-less entry and pre-wired terminal block

Customize your lighting experience fixture by fixture with the optional field-adjustable lumen output module (FAO)

20kV/10kA surge protection helps to ensure operational reliability

Choose between internal or external 7-pin photocell receptacle

Available in both Utility and Standard Configurations

Arlington LED
Maximum Weight: 43 lbs
Maximum E.P.A.: 1.4 sq. ft.

Utility Arlington LED
Maximum Weight: 45 lbs
Maximum E.P.A.: 1.4 sq. ft.

DTL DLL Elite
20-yr photocontrol

DTL DSN
Smart city network node

nLight AIR rTLN node
Wireless network site node

To further enhance energy savings and carbon footprint reduction, Arlington LED is available with a variety of advanced controls options from our DTL® and nLight® brands. Get up to 20 years of service life from the DLL Elite or upgrade to a smart city network with the Itron® ready DSN node from DTL. The rTLN node can even allow you to connect your outdoor and indoor lighting for a seamless nLight AIR site lighting network that is simple to control, monitor and maintain.

Warranty: Five-year limited warranty. Full warranty terms located at www.acuitybrands.com/CustomerResources/Terms_and_conditions.aspx
Product specifications may change without notice. Please contact your sales representative for latest product information.

Contact your local Holophane factor sales representative for application assistance, and computer-aided design and cost studies.
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